Argyria is preventable and curable.
We have forgotten our roots. We have used only a piece of Dr. Robert O. Becker, MD's regenerative protocol by popularizing the use of silver in many areas of our life. But we have forgotten how did Dr. Becker come to his use of silver? Only after he made use of electricity alone to regenerate a wound. And he never used silver alone, but in combination with electricity. Now we have access to so many various silver products, courtesy of Dr. Becker's research dating back to the 1970s, that we have forgotten to combine our use of silver with electricity to enhance our metabolic efficiency of this heavy metal, but also help our body eliminate silver when it is finished using it.
The very same electricity used by a salamander to heal a broken limb /measured in hundreds of pico amperes/ is the same quantity of amperage we should be using across the entire body from head to foot as part of an anesthetizing circuit engaging us while we sleep at night to induce restful and efficient repair during the night. And the voltage should be merely ten times more powerful than is the voltage output by the body, namely: the body puts out a little over one hundred milli volts, so our sleep circuit for preventing and curing us of heavy metal poisoning /argyria/ should be outputting a little over one volt. This over-voltage will make possible selecting our own polarity arrangement, in this case: positive at our head and negative at our feet -- unless we suffer from PTSD in which case we invert this arrangement putting negative at the head and positive at the feet until we fully recover from our trauma.
Trauma care comes courtesy of Leon Ernest Eeman's biocircuitry described in his landmark text, "Co-operative Healing".....
http://vinyasi.info/texts/biocircuits/cooperativehealing.pdf
So, not only is argyria preventable and curable by the use of very weak pico amperes of continuous direct current electricity applied to the body for substantial portions of each day, but also every metal known to man can also be eliminated from the body, such as: aluminum, mercury and iron, etc.
If electricity put silver into our colloidal silver water, then electricity in the form of voltage will safely take it out of our body.

